Structural dynamics during laser induced ultrafast demagnetization
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The mechanism underlying femtosecond laser pulse induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics remains elusive despite two decades of intense research on this phenomenon. Most experiments focused so far on characterizing magnetization and charge carrier dynamics, while first direct measurements of structural dynamics during ultrafast demagnetization were reported only very recently. We here present our investigation of the infrared laser pulse induced ultrafast demagnetization process in a thin Ni film, which characterizes simultaneously magnetization and structural dynamics. This is achieved by employing femtosecond time resolved X-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity (tr-XRMR) as probe technique. The experimental results reveal unambiguously that the sub-picosecond magnetization quenching is accompanied by strong changes in non-magnetic X-ray reflectivity. These changes vary with reflection angle and changes to up to 30% have been observed. Modeling the X-ray reflectivity of the investigated thin film, we can reproduce these changes by a variation of the apparent Ni layer thickness of up to 1%. Extending these simulations to larger incidence angles we show that tr-XRMR can be employed to discriminate experimentally between currently discussed models describing the ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon.

A. Introduction

Controlling magnetization with light pulses has been a vision for decades that attracted the interest of a large scientific community with the discovery of the ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon in 1996.1 The realization of all-optical magnetization switching2 about a decade later further stimulated world-wide intense experimental and theoretical research efforts. These activities gave rise to the development of several theoretical descriptions, but the scientific community remains undecided on the mechanism driving this phenomenon of significant technological relevance.1,3–11 The key question, how the angular momentum of the ferromagnetic state is transferred out of the spin system on these ultrafast time scales, is therefore still unanswered. One of the most broadly discussed models is based on Elliott-Yafet-like electron-phonon spin-flip scattering.5 In this case, spin and lattice dynamics are strongly connected even on very short time scales. One may therefore expect new insight by probing experimentally not only magnetization and charge dynamics, but simultaneously lattice dynamics occurring on the sub- to few picosecond time scale of relevance for the ultrafast demagnetization process.

Since the advent of femtosecond pulsed X-ray sources, lattice dynamics have been investigated on ultrafast time scales in a variety of different scientific contexts.12–15 A first study of lattice dynamics accompanying ultrafast demagnetization was recently realized by Henighan et al.16 on a thin Fe film grown epitaxially on MgO. These authors observed THz frequency oscillations of the scattering intensities, which they attribute to the excitation of coherent longitudinal acoustic phonons building up the strain wave generated by the infrared (IR) excitation pulse. This interpretation is supported by a time resolved electron diffraction study realized recently by Reid et al.17 on a free-standing film of FePt nanoparticles. The observed lattice parameter oscillations match once again the time scale of acoustic strain waves propagating forth and back through the thin film.

In the above discussed studies different techniques were employed to investigate in two independent experiments magnetization and structural dynamics. To exclude experimental artifacts, e.g., due to limited reproducibility of experimental conditions, and to obtain even more detailed insight into the interplay between ultrafast magnetization and lattice dynamics, it is desirable to probe both dynamics simultaneously within a single experiment. One experimental technique exhibiting excellent sensitivity to magnetization and structural properties is X-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity (XRMR). While (non-resonant) X-ray reflectivity retrieves the charge density profile perpendicular to the sample surface, from which layer thickness and interface roughness can be retrieved, the magnetization depth profile becomes accessible when tuning the photon energy to a magnetically dichroic absorption resonance.18–21 Employing XRMR as a probe technique in a time resolved IR pump - X-ray probe experiment, it is thus possible to retrieve in a single experiment both, ultrafast magnetization and structural dynamics. The general feasibility of such an experiment was recently demonstrated at BESSY.
with a time resolution of 70 ps.

We report here on our femtosecond (fs) time resolved XRMR (tr-XRMR) simultaneous investigation of magnetization, charge and lattice dynamics induced by a fs IR laser pump pulse in a prototype ferromagnetic thin film made of Ni. We find that significant changes in non-magnetic X-ray reflectivity accompany the sub-picosecond magnetization dynamics, which we can model by variations of the Ni film thickness. Furthermore, by modeling the tr-XRMR signal for larger incidence angles than accessible in our experiment we demonstrate that this technique will allow to discriminate between different mechanisms proposed to govern ultrafast demagnetization dynamics. Our study thus paves the way for future tr-XRMR experiments at X-ray free electron laser facilities, which provide the photon flux and energy resolution necessary to access the required X-ray incidence angles.

B. Femtosecond time resolved XRMR

For our tr-XRMR study we used a prototype ferromagnetic thin film similar to those treated theoretically. It consist of a 15 nm thin polycrystalline Ni film which was grown by DC sputtering on top of a 35 nm thin metallic Pd layer. This buffer layer was deposited directly on the naturally grown silicon oxide layer of a 500 um thick Si substrate. To prevent oxidation the Ni film was capped with a 3 nm thin Pd layer. Static MOKE measurements verified the expected in-plane magnetization of the Ni film. As discussed in more detail in section C, the structural composition of this multilayer sample was characterized by static x-ray reflectivity measurements realized at the METROLOGY and SEXTANTS beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL.

The tr-XRMR experiment was realized using the scattering end station of the FEMTOSPEX beamline at BESSY II. As sketched in Fig. 1(a) we used close to collinear in-coupling of the IR laser pulses (800 nm, 50 fs FWHM) to avoid degradation of the time resolution due to different incidence angles of IR and X-ray pulses. The IR beam was focused to 0.40 mm x 0.25 mm such that the X-ray pulses (0.1 mm x 0.1 mm focus size) probe a rather homogeneously pumped sample area. The 6 kHz repetition rate of the slicing laser was split to record alternating pumped and unpumped reference data. For each pump-probe delay point, these signals were recorded for both in-plane magnetization directions (\(I_p\) and \(I_n\)) and the halo background was subtracted as discussed in Ref. As shown over the past years a time resolution of 130 fs is obtained routinely in the femtoslicing experiments, which is predominantly set by the length of the sliced X-ray probe pulses. For all measurements the X-ray photon energy was set to match the magnetically dichroic Ni L\(_3\) absorption edge (852.6 eV) with an energy resolution of E/\(\Delta E = 200\), which we indicate as E ±2 eV in the following.

Using the high photon flux in the picosecond mode of the FEMTOSPEX beamline\(^{25}\) we aligned the experimental setup and recorded the static X-ray magnetic reflectivity curves \(I_p\) and \(I_n\) and the halo background was subtracted as discussed in Ref\(^{26}\). As shown over the past years a time resolution of 130 fs is obtained routinely in the femtoslicing experiments, which is predominantly set by the length of the sliced X-ray probe pulses. For all measurements the X-ray photon energy was set to match the magnetically dichroic Ni L\(_3\) absorption edge (852.6 eV) with an energy resolution of E/\(\Delta E = 200\), which we indicate as E ±2 eV in the following.
ence between the two curves $I_p$ and $I_n$ is however due to the sample magnetization. To reveal the magnetic term we derive the magnetic asymmetry as the difference of the two XRMR curves over their sum, $A = \frac{I_p - I_n}{I_p + I_n}$. This magnetic asymmetry, plotted by the black curve in Fig. 1(b), is proportional to the ratio of magnetic to charge contribution.\(^{29}\)

In the femtoslicing mode the accessible incidence angle range is limited by the available photon flux (about $10^9$ photons/sec). The choice of the incidence angles for the time resolved measurements is thus driven by the need of strong magnetic asymmetry and sufficient reflectivity to record XRMR curves within a reasonable data acquisition time. The vertical lines in Fig. 1(b) indicate the four chosen incidence angles $\theta = 4.8^\circ$, $6.0^\circ$, $7.0^\circ$ and $10.9^\circ$. For each of these angles we recorded the ultrafast evolution of the reflected intensity following IR laser excitation with a pump fluence of about 6 mJ/cm$^2$ for both opposite in-plane magnetization directions.

The ultrafast evolution of the reflected intensity is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1 as function of the IR-pump - X-ray probe delay for the incidence angle of $\theta = 7.0^\circ$. The intensities recorded for opposite in-plane magnetization directions are shown by red circles and blue crosses. The IR laser pulse induced demagnetization manifests itself as the separation between pumped (full colors) and unpumped reference data (light colors). About 200 fs after the onset of this separation, the pumped data points recorded for the two opposite magnetization directions merge and remain so for the remainder of our time window. This implies that the magnetization is completely quenched within the probed subsurface layer of the film, an observation in line with previous results.\(^{5}\)

In order to compare our data for the four different incidence angles and to look separately at the charge and magnetic contribution we plot in the Fig. 2 the non-magnetic intensity $I_{NM}$ (a) and the magnetic asymmetry $A$ (b) as function of pump-probe delay.

The dynamics of the non-magnetic contribution to the film’s overall reflectivity is obtained by normalizing $I_{NM}$ to the unpumped reference data (Fig. 2(a)). Surprisingly, the curve corresponding to an incidence angle of $\theta = 10.9^\circ$ (green squares) exhibits strong changes. Note that sample degradation or drifts of the experimental setup can be ruled out as origin, since the in parallel recorded unpumped reference data remain unaltered. The amplitude of the variations of the non-magnetic reflectivity for the other incidence angles ($\theta = 4.8^\circ$ (black points), $6.0^\circ$ (red triangles) and $7.0^\circ$ (blue diamonds)) are close to the noise limit; only the systematic deviation from the base line for longer delays may be significant.

Looking at the time-resolved magnetic asymmetry in Fig. 2(b), one notices that all four curves exhibit the usual shape of an ultrafast demagnetization process in the limit of strong pumping.\(^{5}\) From the magnetic asymmetry $A$ and the non-magnetic reflectivity $I_{NM}$ we can derive\(^{29}\) the purely magnetic contribution $m$, which is reproduced in Fig. 2(c). The close similarity of these four curves suggests that the observed demagnetization dynamics does not depend within the given experimental accuracy on the incidence angle, i.e., on the thickness of the probed subsurface layer (the effective sampling depth varies from about 1.4 nm ($4.8^\circ$) to 4.0 nm ($10.9^\circ$), since
the X-ray penetration length is about 20 nm at the Ni $L_3$ edge\(^3\)). Fitting these data with a common double exponential function\(^5\) yields a demagnetization time constant of $\tau_M = 170 \pm 80$ fs (the recovery time $\tau_E$ was set to 17 ps\(^5\)) in agreement with previous results.\(^5\)

The strong changes of the non-magnetic reflectivity observed for an incidence angle of $\theta = 10.9^\circ$ imply that the laser induced demagnetization goes along with simultaneously occurring changes of the geometric and/or electronic structure of the film. We remark that this finding is in line with previous direct observations of changes of the electronic structure\(^{31,32}\) and the structural dynamics\(^{16,17}\) discussed in the introduction. In addition, we note that the absence of strong variations of the non-magnetic reflectivity observed for the three other incidence angles is not in contradiction to this conclusion, since reflectivity probes the film’s properties differently at different incidence angles. Furthermore, since non-magnetic and magnetic X-ray reflectivity data can be quantitatively simulated,\(^{33}\) it is possible to test models predicting magnetization, structural and electronic dynamics. A detailed knowledge of the film’s structural composition and its electronic and magnetic equilibrium properties is however needed. We therefore performed on the very same sample a static high resolution X-ray reflectivity study.

### C. Static XRM R

Non-resonant and resonant static X-ray reflectivity measurements were realized at the METROLOGY\(^{23}\) and SEXTANTS\(^{24}\) beamline of Synchrotron SOLEIL with a photon energy resolution of $\Delta E = 0.2$ eV and an angular resolution of 0.01°. The end stations used for these measurements have been described elsewhere.\(^{23,34}\) The black points in Fig. 3(a) reproduce the non-resonant X-ray reflectivity curve of the sample recorded with circularly polarized X-rays of $h\nu = 800$ eV, i.e., a photon energy well below the Ni $L_3$ resonance at 852 eV. Oscillations due to interference of the X-rays reflected at the various interfaces are clearly visible up to the highest measured reflection angle. This reveals the excellent flatness of the film layers and the high resolution/quality of the measurement. The main contributions to these oscillations can be identified by eye. The dominating periodicity of 2.4° is due to the 15 nm thin Ni layer. The superposed short period oscillation, particularly well visible at large incidence angles, is caused by the 35 nm thick buried Pd buffer layer. And the 3nm Pd cap layer gives rise to the slow modulation barely visible having a period of about 14°. To quantitatively analyze these data we have modeled the film’s X-ray reflectivity with our implementation\(^{33}\) of the Paratt formalism.\(^3^5\) For the optical constants, we have used tabulated values for Pd and Si\(^{36}\) and experimental values for Ni.\(^3^7\) The excellent agreement between simulation (green curve) and experimental data indicates that the structural composition of the film is well reproduced by the model. In table I we list the fitted parameters characterizing this model.

When using a photon energy in close vicinity to a magnetically dichroic X-ray absorption resonance, the optical constants depend also on the material’s magnetization. It is thus possible to characterize within the same measurement the structural composition and the magnetization depth profile perpendicular to the film surface. This has been exploited before, e.g., to characterize orientation and magnitude of magnetic moments with element, site, and depth sensitivity.\(^{19,28}\) Using circularly polarized X-rays with a photon energy matching the magnetically dichroic Ni $L_3$ absorption resonance at 852.6 eV, $E/\Delta E = 400$ for the two opposite in-plane magnetization directions within the scattering plane (blue and red points). The derived asymmetry (black squares) is compared to its simulation (green line) based on the structural parameters derived from the data in (a).
TABLE I. Structural parameters of the Ni film sample obtained by fitting the modeled non-resonant X-ray reflectivity to the data shown in Fig. 3(a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Density (mol.cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Roughness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>0.115 ±0.0002</td>
<td>3.37 ±0.21</td>
<td>0.69 ±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.155 ±0.0003</td>
<td>14.15 ±0.21</td>
<td>0.70 ±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>35.30 ±0.5</td>
<td>0.61 ±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49 ±0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

alize the magnetic contribution, we show in Fig. 3(b) as black dots the derived magnetic asymmetry. Note that the magnetic asymmetry is overall bigger than the one derived from the picosecond mode of the FEMTOSPEX beamline (Fig. 1(b)), since the photon resolving power at SOLEIL is two times higher than the one at FEMTOSPEX.

Using the matrix formalism developed by Elzo et al.\(^{33}\) we can calculate the magnetic asymmetry expected for the above derived structural parameters using the known magnetically dichroic optical constants of Ni.\(^{37}\) The excellent agreement of this simulation (green line in Fig. 3(b)) with the experimental data confirms the accuracy of our model of the structural composition and reveals an homogenous magnetization within the Ni film.

D. Structural dynamics

Having such a detailed characterization at hand, we can now attempt to simulate the temporal evolution of the non-magnetic reflectivity for an incidence angle of \(\theta = 10.9^\circ\) (see Fig. 4(a)). For this we use the thickness of the Ni layer as the only free parameter, which we adjust such that the simulation reproduces for each time delay the non-magnetic reflectivity \(I_{NM}\). The feasibility of this procedure is demonstrated by the agreement shown in Fig. 4(a) between the light green solid line connecting the simulated points and the experimental data (solid symbols). The evolution of the Ni layer thickness underlying this simulation is shown in Fig. 4(b) and is composed of two phases. An initial compression of up to about 1% accompanies the ultrafast quenching of the magnetization. This is followed by a slower expansion of up to about 2% occurring on the subsequent picosecond time scale.

Using the derived temporal evolution of the Ni layer thickness as input parameter we can calculate how the non-magnetic reflectivity should evolve in the case of the other three grazing incidence angles. Fig. 4(a) shows that these calculations are overall in good agreement with the experimental data. In particular, the calculation reproduces for all three incidence angles (4.8°, 6.0° and 7.0°) the observed sign of the reflectivity change for longer time delays.

Regarding the reflectivity curve in Fig. 1(b) we can actually understand why a variation of the Ni layer thickness causes a strong change in reflectivity only for an incidence angle of \(\theta = 10.9^\circ\). The particularity of this angle is that the reflectivity changes drastically around this angle, which implies that also small thickness variations give rise to significant reflectivity changes. The other three employed incidence angles, on the other hand, fall rather close to the apex of an oscillation and the reflectivity is thus less sensitive to small thickness variations.

In the above analysis we neglected any potential variation of the thickness of the Pd cap and buffer layer. In case of the buffer layer this approximation is justified, since the lower interface of the thick Pd buffer layer does not contribute significantly to the sample’s X-ray reflectivity at the employed grazing incidence angles. The cap layer, on the other hand, contributes to the overall reflectivity, but since it is rather thin, small changes of its precise thickness will not alter the reflectivity significantly. In line with this expectation, relative thickness variations of up to 3% are needed to reproduce the reflectivity changes in the \(\theta = 10.9^\circ\) grazing incidence data. Applying this evolution of the Pd cap layer thickness for the other three grazing incidence angles, the experimental data recorded are, however, not reproduced correctly for longer time delays. We therefore conclude that the
observed reflectivity changes are dominated by variations of the Ni layer thickness, without implying that the thickness of the Pd layer would not change for short delays.

Discussing first the slower, picosecond part of the dynamics, we remark that the proposed film expansion is in agreement with the evolution of the non-magnetic reflectivity observed by La-O-Vorakiat et al. Although these authors did not perform a quantitative analysis of the observed changes, they could follow the evolution to longer time delays. This enabled them to observe an oscillatory evolution, which time scale matches rather closely the time delays. This enabled them to observe an oscillatory behavior with a first maximum around 3.7 ps and a subsequent decrease in reflectivity. We furthermore note that our result is in agreement with the recent observation by Henighan et al., who concluded that the ultrafast demagnetization process is accompanied by a strain wave, which expands with a velocity of a few nm/ps into the film bulk. The time dependence of the non-magnetic reflectivity observed by us thus provides a quantitative measurement of the breathing induced by a longitudinal acoustic strain wave on the picosecond time scale.

In view of the even shorter time scale of the initial reduction in X-ray reflectivity, it seems less evident that the film compression proposed by the model reproduces correctly the laser induced ultrafast dynamics. On this time scale of the first 100 - 200 fs following laser excitation one would expect changes in the non-magnetic X-ray reflectivity to be dominated by modifications of the electronic structure. Indeed, changes of the electronic structure accompanying the ultrafast demagnetization process have been observed before. For the case of a thin Ni film, Stamm et al. have observed in their XMCD experiment realized at the BESSY femtoslicing source a shift of the absorption edge to smaller values by about 150 meV. Later, similar shifts have been observed for other magnetic films, too. We note, however, that these shifts are negligible in comparison to the photon energy bandwidth of \( \Delta E = 4 \text{ eV} \) used in our experiment. It is therefore not surprising that we cannot model these fast X-ray reflectivity changes with a shifted photon energy scale alone. The same holds true when modeling with significant larger variations of real and imaginary part of the optical constant. A more thorough theoretical analysis of this experimental observation is thus needed.

E. Challenging predictions of demagnetization models

The accurate description of our sample structure enables us to model how the X-ray reflectivity should evolve based on the mechanism assumed to drive the ultrafast demagnetization process. One of the most broadly accepted models is based on Elliott-Yafet like spin-flip scattering. More recently, it was proposed that the rapid magnetization quenching were due to superdiffusive spin transport out of the excited/probed sample area by the excited spin polarized valence electrons. Several experiments gave evidence for the presence of this mechanism. Others propose a co-existence of both mechanisms, but no quantitative assessment of their relative importance/contribution has been obtained so far.

The evolution of the magnetization profile perpendicular to the film surface predicted by these two models are distinctly different: superdiffusive transport is a non-local phenomenon and a strong demagnetization in the vicinity of the buried interfaces is predicted, which subsequently propagates into the film bulk. Elliott-Yafet scattering on the other hand gives rise to a local reduction of the magnetization and the evolution of the magnetization depth profile is determined by the profile of the locally absorbed IR energy. We note that hot electron-electron collision will wash out this excitation profile, and the evolution of the depth profile will depend on the ratio of the time scales of these two processes. We thus include for our simulation a third model assuming a homogeneous diminution of the magnetization.

Using the structural model derived in section C, we can simulate for each of these three models how the magnetic asymmetry is expected to evolve with pump-probe delay. To reproduce an inhomogeneous demagnetization within the Ni layer, we represent it by a series of sublayers each of which a magnetization value is attributed as predicted by the respective demagnetization model. In Fig. 5 the colored symbols show the result of these calculations for the four probed incidence angles. For the simulations shown in the left column (panel (a), (b), (c)) a photon energy bandwidth of \( \Delta E = 4 \text{ eV} \) is assumed. One notices that the asymmetry curves predicted by these three models are overall very similar. And we note that within the present signal-to-noise ratio, they agree all with our experimental data (see Fig. 2(a)). This implies that based on the current data it is not possible to distinguish between the different demagnetization models.

Sufficient sensitivity to distinguish between these models experimentally is, however, obtained when extending the simulations to larger incidence angles, which corresponds to higher spatial resolution. This is demonstrated by the calculation performed for an incidence angle of \( \theta = 25.0^\circ \), which is shown by the gray triangular symbols in Fig. 5. We note that such a measurement would require an increase in photon flux with respect to our current experiment, since a higher incidence angle implies a lower reflectivity. Alternatively, one can opt for a lower photon energy bandwidth as indicated by the calculations shown in the panels on the right side of Fig. 5. In the case of \( \Delta E = 0.4 \text{ eV} \), significant differences can be found also for the probed incidence angle of \( \theta = 10.9^\circ \). We note that both, a significant increase in photon flux and a lower photon energy band width can be obtained.
at X-ray free electron lasers (e.g., the SXR instrument at LCLS\cite{1}).
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**FIG. 5.** Evolution of the asymmetry time traces as expected for a model based on a homogeneous demagnetization ((a) (d)), superdiffusive ((b), (e)) and Elliott-Yafet scattering driven demagnetization ((c), (f)). Simulations (a), (b), (c) were performed with an X-ray photon energy bandwidth of $\Delta E = 4$ eV, while a higher photon energy resolution of $\Delta E = 0.4$ eV was used for (d), (e), (f). In each panel the asymmetry time traces are plotted for the four measured incidence angles of $\theta = 4.8^\circ$ (black square), $\theta = 6.0^\circ$ (red points), $\theta = 7.0^\circ$ (blue triangles) and $\theta = 10.9^\circ$ (green stars) as well as a larger incidence angle of $\theta = 25.0^\circ$ (gray inverse triangles).

### F. Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that time resolved X-ray magnetic reflectivity at femtosecond pulsed X-ray sources is ideally suited to quantitatively probe ultrafast dynamics of magnetic and structural properties within a single experiment. We applied this technique to investigate the laser excited ultrafast demagnetization dynamics in a prototype ferromagnetic thin film of Ni. The data recorded at the BESSY femtoslicing source reveal unambiguously that the ultrafast demagnetization is accompanied by changes in the non-magnetic reflectivity. Modeling the reflectivity data we can reproduce these changes by varying the thickness of the Ni film. Within this model we find that an ultrafast contraction of the film occurs on the very same time scale as the initial rapid magnetization quenching (about first 200 fs). This is followed by a slower expansion of the film, which occurs on the time scale of a few picoseconds. While a few studies reported structural dynamics accompanying the ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon before, we present here the first quantification of their amplitude. Such combined studies will allow to probe the presence of a link between both degrees of freedom during the ultrafast demagnetization process.

We furthermore demonstrate that time resolved X-ray magnetic reflectivity can be employed to discriminate between different mechanisms proposed to govern ultrafast demagnetization dynamics, since these models differ in their prediction of how the magnetization depth profile shall evolve. We show that the higher photon flux and energy resolution provided by X-ray free electron lasers will yield decisive data to differentiate between the two most broadly discussed models, Elliott-Yafet spin-flip scattering and superdiffusive spin transport.
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